Now for the big news!!! "What, wasn't that your big news, Brett ???"
Well actually, NO, this news is even BIGGER... You are reading the
second page of my Christmas card first because my guardian angel
spirit (who you can read about on the next page) informed me that I
had to give my new Godson Demetrius TOP BILLING!!!
She
reminded me that Gregory Peck told his bosses that they had to give
Audrey Hepburn TOP BILLING alongside his name in the movie Roman
Holiday because this girl was going to win the Academy Award in her
first movie, and he would look like a COMPLETE FOOL if they didn't!!!
Demetrius is going to win the Academy Award for his second Christmas
card, and I will look like a COMPLETE FOOL if I don't give him TOP
BILLING!!! Just look at that face!!!
I now have a GODSON!!!!!!!
Demetrius Christopher Alexander Bellucci... My sister Kirsten asked me if I would be his Godfather earlier this year, and although at
first I was reluctant because I can't even take care of myself, my sister was not going to take NO for an answer. She told me that he
is provided for in a physical way, and that all I have to do is teach him about God. I said, but I don't know anything about God. She
gave me a look like you better learn!!! So, I am very happy. I have a Godson!!! He is a cutie; this picture was taken slightly before
his baptism on June 6, 2010 - D-day. I couldn't go visit my friends (who you will read about on the next page) because I had to be in
the church with Demetrius, my new Godson!!! My friends were with me though... I've never been so touched and honored... My
sister and her husband's incredible generosity, and kindness... I will never forget that!!! I will do my best to teach him all about the
topic of God, which I honestly know very little about... All I know is that FAITH is accepting what God sends you, and making the
most of it with Grace!!! Like just now for instance... My entire Christmas card file just went corrupt... Completely lost!!! I was telling
my sister that I ran out of room on my Christmas card to tell everyone that I became Demetrius's Godfather this year... So she said,
"No problem, we'll give you legal size paper so you can continue writing!!!" Well, it sounded like a good idea... Unfortunately, then
my file went corrupt, and I lost my entire Christmas card!!! Fortunately, I did still have the part you will read on the next page
saved as a PDF file. So, please excuse me for any typos you find... because I couldn't fix them with that uneditable file format!!! At
least I still have what I wrote. So, you can read what I said, and enjoy!!! My friends Kelly and Greg (who you will read about) were
looking out for me!!! Of course, now I have all this extra space to continue writing... So, I'm trying to decide what extras story I
have to tell you about. Something my Godson Demetrius would like!!! I think I'll tell you about my butterfly story. I just went to my
urologist last week to have my catheter changed. I have to do that about once a month, and they are so nice!!! Well, we went to
see them last week and my urologist started asking me about my neurologist, and if I was considering any meditation. I said to
him, "Well, there is a drug I'm considering called Rituximab!!!" He said, his wife (who is also a physician working with children who
have severe rheumatoid arthritis) uses that drug with the children. He said, "It has been a real MIRACLE for them!!!" I said to him,
"You using that word "MIRACLE" along with the fact that one of your nurses just gave me a monarch butterfly caterpillar... Well, I
think maybe my GUARDIAN ANGEL friends are tapping me on the shoulder asking me to consider this drug possibly ???" My doctor
laughed, but I was totally serious!!! Apparently, his nurse Sharon gives monarch butterfly caterpillars out to people who need a
LIFT!!! She had recently given one to a young couple who had lost
a child. She had one caterpillar left on the day of my appointment,
and she decided to give it to me!!! I told her that she was very
kind, and my family and I thanked her very much for such an
unusual GIFT. She told us that the monarch butterflies eventually
fly to Mexico, and that this generation that she is giving me MAY
make it there. I said, "Will HE!!!" My dad said, "WILLY, that's a
good name!!!" Sharon told us that he's not necessarily a boy...
that we will know when he becomes a butterfly. Apparently, the
boys have a dark spot on their wings, and the girls do not. My
mom said, "Well, if he is a boy we'll call him Willy Juan Diego..."
ha ha... Juan Diego is the saint who spoke with our Lady of
Guadalupe in Mexico, as the story foretells... On August 1, 2010
our monarch butterfly caterpillar formed his cocoon. On August 6,
2010 he emerged as a monarch butterfly!!! He is a boy!!! On August 7, 2010 we released him to the world. I am reminded of the
famous meteorologist Edward Lorenz's often quoted words that a butterfly's wings can cause a hurricane. When you are as broken
as me... all you care about is that your life has done some good in the world. Ironically, and this is true... the last two paintings I
created before my hands stopped working I entitled "Butterfly" and "Cocoon." I don't know if I'm like that little butterfly I just
released, but I hope we both cause a lot of positive changes to occur in the world.... I don't know if I should call this an actual
dream or not. I was half asleep!!! Anyway, I had a dream of Kelly (my friend on the next page) last night. I think I can create my
own dreams. At least I can give them fuel for a certain direction... because I fall asleep very quickly. So, whatever I'm thinking
about gets turned into my dream, I suppose ??? Anyway, I was thinking about Kelly, and her possibly posing as Audrey Hepburn in
the dream I had that originally sparked my Rock Opera idea.
The dream was that I was at a Platters concert with Ms.
Audrey Hepburn. I can always walk and dance in my dreams. I love the Platters!!! Anyway, apparently, Albert Einstein was our
chaperone... He was such a pain in the butt!!! All I wanted to do was dance and talk to Audrey alone, but he kept butting in asking
her crazy difficult physics questions... To which she always gave a full and complete A+ response!!! I've always had a soft spot for
smart beautiful ladies!!! Albert was driving me crazy. Get lost, Albert!!! We finally got away. Funny, it was that dream that sparked
my idea for making Audrey a highly sophisticated helper android from the future. It was fun!!! Truth is stranger than fiction!!!

The dream I had of Kelly last night, well I was just thinking to myself before I went to bed, "Yes, I'm crazy about Ms. Audrey
Hepburn, but I was also crazy about you, Kelly. You don't have to pose as Audrey!!!" Sounds crazy, but she said to me last night...
"Relax, relax... that wasn't me. You are just very popular in the SPIRIT WORLD, Sir Brett!!!"
Then I woke up. Truthfully, if I could
live that dream again, I would ask her if she's just BULL %@/;#!&??? me!!!
I also have this holographic memory of Kelly
smoking a cigarette. I don't know if she ever did!!! I might just be overlapping a memory I have of Audrey Hepburn smoking in
Roman Holiday. I am totally crazy people!!! Enjoy the music CD my friends sent me!!! My old friends have very good taste. I think
it's perfect for a crazy science fiction Rock Opera about a MOVIE STAR helper android from the future, and some sick, crazy,
disabled artist/scientist guy who happens to be a BIG Audrey Hepburn fan. God bless you my fellow dance CRAZIES!!! I really do
miss dancing... When you can't do something anymore, you really miss it!!! Go rent the movie Roman Holiday this holiday season.
It's my favorite movie of all time!!! Guaranteed to make you smile!!! Demetrius really loves that movie. Okay, I'm just thinking out
loud now... Which is the greater GIFT ??? Living forever, or dying young ??? Audrey is programmed to live forever, and not too
happy about it!!! She's lived for over 1 million years in her futuristic world, and is jealous that we human beings get to meet our
CREATOR in such a short amount of time. Interesting thought... Anyway, enjoy the rest of my Christmas card!!!
"If I’m honest I have to tell you, I still read fairy-tales, and I like them best of all."
"Nothing is impossible, the word itself says 'I'm possible!'"
— Audrey Hepburn,

"I believe in pink. I believe that laughing is the best calorie burner. I believe in kissing, kissing a lot. I believe in being strong when
everything seems to be going wrong. I believe that happy girls are the prettiest girls. I believe that tomorrow is another day and
I believe in miracles."
— Audrey Hepburn

